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L ondon hosted two Olympics this summer: the XXVIOlympics in July and the Paralympics in August/September. The wall-to-wall coverage of the July events
inevitably overshadowed the ‘less important’ Paralympics. 
The opening night technology highlighted the greatness of
human ingenuity and creativity. Its twenty-first century liturgy
enthralled us — a splendid, dramatic evocation of human
 creativity. 
Up close, television brought us right into the var-
ious arenas — swimming and diving, track and field,
tennis and show jumping, basketball and boxing,
weight lifting and gymnastics. 
Long and high jump 
The long and high jumpers fascinated me both in
their run up and after take-off. High jumpers stood
way back, measuring the run-up in their minds. Most
of them chose a circular route to take off, increased
their speed as they passed a marker or two en route
and once in the air twisted their body 90 degrees to
achieve maximum height. Stand back — measure out
— a curving approach — take off — twist and turn in
the air — over the bar.
Long jumpers were more predictable. They too
started way back, gathered speed as they approached
the board and gained a few centimetres by using 
the full width of the board with the take-off foot.
 Airborne they continued to rotate both legs for the
extra centimeters that might make all the difference
between a bronze, silver or gold medal — or, at least,
gain them a personal best. 
Yogi Berra got it right: “You can learn a lot by
looking.”
Altius, Citius, Fortius –
Higher, Faster, Stronger
In 1894 Pierre de Coubertin borrowed the Olympic
motto from his friend Henri Didon, a Dominican
priest. Higher, Faster, Stronger than the other com-
petitors — moments of glory on the podium — a lap
of victory; or maybe a personal best to comfort the
disappointment of not winning a medal: a personal
reward for tolerating pain, persevering, finding the
extra turn of speed when rounding the last bend — so much
finally came together. 
Before the games — months, sometimes years, of training
under the watchful eyes of coaches; daily dedication; honing of
particular skills and techniques; fasting from junk food, doing
without. “One estimate is that it takes 10,000 hours of prac-
tice to achieve world championship standard in any sport …
Learning from the two Olympics
Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp
from the editor
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That amount of work is a living definition of perseverance and
determination.” (Christopher Jamison CSB)
Can we learn something about religion and life from the
Olympics? Both have their ceremonies. But the Olympic
Games remind us that the really real takes place between the
opening and closing spectaculars.
Higher
Much religious language is so high it’s out of this world alto-
gether: incarnate; begotten; consubstantial; graciously; vouch-
safe; oblation; perfect us as a people of one accord; bestow, 
we pray your grace. Surely God understands contemporary
 English just as well as medieval Latin. 
On the other hand, do we aim high enough in what we expect
of our church? — its real presence in the lives of people, its
understanding of those daily lives, its ability to move with the
times, its willingness to challenge half-hearted Christian living,
its understanding and forgiveness, its God- centredness?
Faster
Ours is a speedy society. As drivers, how many of us are pre-
pared to keep to the speed limit? How many of us come to
church on Sunday hoping it will all be over in less than 40
 minutes? Well, 50 anyway.
In my parish in Dublin when I was growing up there was
Sunday Mass on the hour from 7:00-10:00 am. Then 11:00,
11:30 and 12 noon. No distribution of Communion at the last
three Masses. Sermons were short. My uncle, a salesman,
often told me that if it took the priest more than three minutes
to give his sermon, he had lost half the people. I find I have
to eliminate a lot to keep a homily to five minutes. Then
again African Spiritans tell me that longer is better where they
come from. Know your people.
Stronger
Achievement culminates countless hours of practice — 
getting it right, improving on this or that technique, repeating,
rehearsing under the watchful eye of a knowledgeable coach,
denying oneself the easier way out, stretching for that extra
second, those extra centimetres that make the difference
between a medal and an also-ran.
What do we stand for? What do we give in to? How about
our overall condition? Are we too comfortable, too compla-
cent, too sure of ourselves? Have we become too soft? Do we
aim high enough?
The training fields are all around us — family, colleagues,
friends, fellow Spiritans, other parishioners, students and
staff in the school, patients in the hospital, fellow passengers
in bus or subway.
The laurel-wreath 
In ancient Greece wreaths were awarded to winners including
the Olympic Games winners. In ancient Roman successful gen-
erals rode through the streets of Rome crowned with a laurel
wreath.
The English language has borrowed two laurel sayings:
“Resting on one’s laurels” refers to someone relying entirely
on long past successes for continued fame or recognition.
“Look to one’s laurels” encourages someone to take inspira-
tion from past achievements to conquer a fresh task.
Perseverance, dedication, giving of one’s best, being hum-
ble winners and gracious also-rans — these and many other
bits and pieces make for life’s true Olympians. Achieving
personal bests, not beating others, is what really counts. 
The Christian laurel-wreath 
The Roman soldiers put a wreath on Jesus’ head — but not a
laurel-wreath. After twisting some thorn branches into a cir-
cle they crowned him with a ‘crown’ of thorns, then put a reed
in his right hand, knelt before him and mocked him saying,
“Hail, King of the Jews.”
A religion replacing a laurel wreath with a crown of thorns
was countercultural back then. A religion that puts a gold
medal around the neck of a crucified Christ cannot but be coun-
tercultural now, cannot but march to a different drumbeat. n
The Olympic Games remind us that 
the really real takes place between the
opening and closing spectaculars.
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Spiritan House Mural, Duquesne University
The recently installed I AM BECAUSE WE ARE Mural in Duquesne University, Pittsburgh celebrates the
Spiritans in Africa. Artist Gerry Tonti depicts the Holy Spirit hovering above two African women locking arms
over a baobab tree — the tree of life in West Africa. Kente, the distinctive woven cloth of West Africa, serves
as a background and represents the commitment of Duquesne University to Africa. The chain links on the
cloth represent unity in human relations: in unity is strength. The moon-star squares, two West African
symbols, symbolize love, faith and harmony.
I AM BECAUSE WE ARE is taken from Ubuntu, a South African term meaning: “I am what I am because
of what we are.”
General Chapter 2012
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From Africa
to Europe
and the world
— passing on 
what we have received
General Chapter 2012
There was a time — not so long ago — when “going on the missions” meant going to Africa.
The sending countries were in Europe or North America, the receivers were in West, Central
and East Africa Times have changed and the Spiritans are changing with the times. 
Every eight years (it used to be every six) the Spiritans hold a General Chapter. It used to
be held in Paris at the Mother House. Then, over the years, in Brazil, Ireland and Portugal
— and this summer in Bagamoyo, Tanzania on the east coast of Africa.
Our delegate from TransCanada was Fr Francis Folleh, Associate Pastor at St. Joseph’s
Parish, Highland Creek, Ontario. 
On his return from Bagamoyo he sat down with SPIRITAN to talk about his experience. 
Francis Folleh CSSp
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E ast and West Africa have receivedmuch from Europe. I looked atthe recorded deaths of the early
missionaries in Bagamoyo: 27, 29, 31
years old — all European. Now, however
the missionary movement is from East,
Central and West Africa into Europe,
North America and elsewhere. Former
recipients are now donors;  former send-
ing countries are now receivers. 
At the Chapter we discussed at length
this reverse mission. Much remains to be
done in Africa itself, but African Spiritans
also feel called to go on mission to the
rest of the world. We talked a lot about
international solidarity: we have to be
ready to help each other wherever per-
sonnel are needed. 
But that led to a key question: where
will we find Spiritans to train those who
wish to join us? The large number of
young men wishing to become Spiritans
makes for a happy situation — but who
will lead them through their formation
years? 
All Spiritan Provinces sent delegates to
this year’s General Chapter. The larger,
newer Provinces spoke of their need for
financial assistance — their resources are
very limited. Where will they find the
finances needed to accommodate and
train all those who wish to join them? 
We discussed this issue at length and in
depth. It will be an ongoing topic for the
foreseeable future, one that we need to
continue working on. 
Delegates from older Provinces spoke
of a diametrically opposite situation —
they are getting smaller and smaller in
number and need to merge with neigh-
bouring Provinces so as to stay alive.
Nobody wanted to hear a group say, “We
are dying out.” Amalgamating — yes.
Disappearing — no.
Impressive outdoor celebration 
Our opening liturgy did not lack for
importance. We hosted twenty-two
 bishops from Tanzania and Zanzibar.
Cardinal Pengo of Dar-es-Salaam
presided. Many local people attended this
General Chapter 2012
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T he newly elected Superior General of the Congregationof the Holy Spirit, Fr John Fogarty, said the missionaryorder has renewed its emphasis on education as a tool
of evangelization and as part of its commitment to empow-
ering the poor. Representatives of the 60 countries, where
2,800 priests, brothers and professed students
serve, are negotiating a new global vision for
Spiritan education. “We have never had a policy
on education so this represents a significant step
forward for us,” said Fr Fogarty. 
The commitment to education is being driven
by its African members, who now make up more
than 50% of the Congregation. 
They were responding to the fact that many governments
in sub-Saharan Africa have asked the church to get involved
in education again, as educational standards have dropped
since the nationalization of schools following independence
from colonial rulers. 
The order has had a growing sense that education is a very
important aspect of empowering poorer people to take respon-
sibility for their future in society and for shaping their own
societies. This renewed emphasis is a recognition of educa-
tion as a tool of liberation for the poor. 
“Our involvement in education is expanding in Africa in 
a significant way,” Fr Fogarty said. “In Tanzania we have
opened up several new schools in recent years, as well as in
Ghana and Nigeria, where a new university is being built in
Ibo land in the southeastern Delta region of the country. The
university will offer higher education to those who might not
otherwise have an opportunity to obtain it.” 
The Spiritans also run education projects for street chil-
dren, as well as literacy programs in refugee camps. “One of
the big challenges for us is that we are so diverse as a Con-
gregation. We have somewhere in the region of 800 students
“Education — a tool of liberation for the poor,”
General Chapter 2012
The overwhelming mandate that John Fogarty
received on the first ballot is a very positive sign
that the future of the Congregation is bright. 
— Jeff Duaime, Provincial, US Province
very impressive  outdoor celebration. They were pleased to
have close to 120 visitors from sixty different countries and
were very willing to lend helping hands whenever and wher-
ever needed. The local Catholic community in Bagamoyo
were particularly generous in their gratitude for all the Spiri-
tans had given them and the Tanzanian people in general. 
The Spiritan contribution to education was certainly appre-
ciated: the President of Tanzania and his predecessor voiced
their appreciation and requested even more personnel for
their schools. A particular request was for Spiritans to
empower women — especially in the area of literacy. 
Halfway through the Chapter we sailed as a group to the
nearby island of Zanzibar, where the Spiritan presence, under
the leadership of Bishop Augustine Shao, is greatly appreciated. 
A successful Spiritan presence 
Bagamoyo itself is “all Spiritan.” The two schools for girls are
among the best in Tanzania. Close by is Dar-es-Salaam where
the Spiritans have a very important parish. Bagamoyo, of course,
was the starting point for the early missionary journeys inland
through Tanzania and East Africa. Today’s Spiritans continue
to make a big impression among the people, who in turn,
 volunteer their time and talents to make good things  happen. 
Bishop Shao of Zanzibar re-enacts the arrival of the first Spiritans in 
East Africa in 1866. They too came by boat from Zanzibar.
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says newly elected Spiritan Superior General
— Sarah MacDonald, Catholic News Service
General Chapter 2012
in formation around the world,” the new Superior General said. 
The Congregation’s two educational establishments in 
the United States — Duquesne University in Pittsburgh and
Holy Ghost Preparatory School, Bensalem PA — are actively
engaged in maintaining their commitment to the Spiritan
charism and identity. 
“Duquesne is a leader for us worldwide in terms of artic-
ulating a strategic plan on how the Spiritan identity can be
enhanced and promoted,” said Fr Fogarty. The University is
also lending its expertise to Nigerian scholars on the issue of
inter-religious dialogue, which was the other major issue
stressed at the Spiritan General Chapter.
Jean (-Paul Hoch) hands over the shovel
to John (Fogarty) so that the latter can
continue the mission of digging out the
best in our hearts as Spiritans. 
— Chibuike Ojilere, Nigeria
The whole area gave me a great sense of what a successful
Spiritan presence can accomplish, what a difference it can
make. Readers of SPIRITAN, in particular, are well aware of
what has been done and continues to be done among the
 Maasai people in northern Tanzania.
Highlights of this particular Chapter
• It was so well planned by our host Province 
• How united we are as an international group and how
that solidarity enables us to achieve what we could never
do if that co-operation was absent. 
• A big challenge is to equip our Formators with the
resources they need to form new Spiritans. Were we to
fall down on this core issue we would need to question
how serious we are about establishing new missions. 
• Another challenge is the fact that some Provinces are
struggling to survive due to lack of finances while others
are fragile in that they need more leaders. 
Fr John Fogarty elected Superior General
The voting to elect a new Superior General and a six-member
General Council went smoothly — despite a few voting 
papers returned unmarked. Our new Superior General is 
The newly elected General Council (from left): José de Sousa, General Bursar
(not elected, but member of the former General Council, still in office); 
Alain Mayama, General Councillor; Pierre Jubinville, First General Assistant;
José Manuel Sabença, General Councillor; John Fogarty, Superior General; 
Joseph Shio, General Councillor; Bede Ukwuije, Second General Assistant; 
Marc Tyrant, General Councillor.
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General Chapter 2012
Fr John  Fogarty, chosen on the first ballot. All nine different
commissions had opted for him as their first choice to be Mod-
erator of the Chapter. He was the person we needed — his skill
as a coordinator impressed all of us. I have no doubt that the
Spirit was working among us when we elected him as our
leader for the next eight years. 
Born in Dublin, he worked for many years in Ghana, then
as a member of the Provincial Council in Ireland, the General
Council in Rome, and on the staff of Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh. For the past three years he has been the Provincial
Superior of the USA Spiritans. He knows our current leaders
across Africa and is himself a great leader. 
Voted in as members of a very international General Coun-
cil were: Pierre Jubinville (Quebec), Bede Ukwuije (Nigeria),
Joseph Sabenca (Portugal), Joseph Shio (Tanzania), Alan
Mayama (Congo-Brazzaville), and Marc Tyrant (France). 
All the participants were happy that the final results
 provided them with a young vibrant leadership group for a
Spiritan Congregation that is gradually becoming more and
more African. 
We had very happy evening get-togethers, “sponsored” in
turn by each country or region. At the end of daylong meet-
ings from 7:00 am to 7:00 pm the refreshing evening breezes
off the Indian Ocean made what could have been a very  tiring
six weeks much more comfortable and enjoyable. 
Hope for the future 
I think I could say that we left the General Chapter carrying
with us great hope for the future. We had not hesitated to
Cardinal Pengo,
Archbishop of 
Dar es Salaam,
receiving the gifts 
at the Opening Mass.
Maasai tribesmen came
to visit the delegates.
Bishop Mkude, 
Bishop of Morogoro,
celebrated Sunday Mass.
Fr John Fogarty greets
his Excellency Dr Jakaya
Mirisho Kikwete,
President of the United
Republic of Tanzania.
Gift bearer at the
Opening Mass.
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General Chapter 2012
Senegal Nigeria Uganda
They came from…
Great Britain Quebec Haiti Zambia
Australia Central Africa USA
Amazonia
Tanzania
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General Chapter 2012
I n 1958 I was appointed to teach history at St. Francis College, Pugu in East Africa. Since the Great War GermanEast Africa was ruled by Britain as part of British East
Africa. The British did not spend money on the area, and in
the ’50s a special effort had to be made to prepare for inde-
pendence of the Tanganyika Territory. Three schools were
 chosen to lead the way: one government, one Protestant and
one Catholic — St. Francis College, Pugu. 
In 1959 all three were moving into “A” level according to
the English system of high school, under the Cambridge
Examination Board. I benefited, a little, by the whimsy of fate.
There was great trepidation over African history, because of
lack of textbooks of any kind for “A Levels”. So off I went to
 Makerere College, Kampala, Uganda. 
This was a remarkable stroke of luck, paid for with gov-
ernment funds. Off I went by railroad and lake steamer to
Uganda, witnessing daily life in East Africa at close hand, with
some experiences that stay with one a whole life time (not
unlike meeting the hero of Vatican II in Rome in 1959, Pope
John XXIII). 
Among the memorable events of Makerere College were the
early Buganda graduates, many of whom were murdered by
Idi Amin, dictator of Uganda, in a later chapter of history.
St Francis College, Pugu
Back in Pugu I’m not sure how much history was learnt, but
it was a memorable experience. Furthermore, even though
there was no adequate library near Pugu, even in the capital,
Dar-es-Salaam, our students performed well in these early
years. 
One of the memorable figures of these years was Julius
Nyerere, a former teacher at St. Francis, who became the first
president of Tanganyika after its independence in 1962. He
was an unforgettable leader. Evangelized by the Maryknoll
Fathers, he was a credit to them and the Holy Spirit. He would
often bring visitors from Dar-es-
Salaam to Pugu and show them
the school; for he was then the
head of Tanganyika National
Union, the independent party
of Tanganyika. 
Teaching A Level history was my major concern in Pugu.
The African students and their courses were wonderful for me,
a naïf Dubliner, but the European history was a shock to the
system. Imagine a Dublin man, a supposed civilized person,
explaining Uncle Joe Stalin and Uncle Adolf Hitler to African
school boys. The mind still boggles! 
Those were great years in Pugu, and they were great prepa-
ration for the later years in the seminary in Nigeria, the civil
war and a final graduation from prison in Port Harcourt in
1970. 
As a Dublin friend reminded me on the telephone in 1970,
“Gerry, you have graduated at last…”
Tanganyika Territory 
— fifty years ago
Gerard Tannam CSSp
Julius Nyerere, a former teacher at St. Francis, became the
first president of Tanganyika after its independence in 1962.
share our thoughts and concerns. Much of what we heard chal-
lenged us, but the widespread willingness to “pitch in” ensures
that our future will be bright. 
Yes, there is room for improvement, but most delegates left
Bagamoyo encouraged by what is happening in the Congre-
gation today. Our time together renewed our motivation and
our hope. To continue this good beginning we realized that we
need to keep in touch with each other about what our various
groups are doing. Email makes this so much easier. n
Voting by 
secret ballot.
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M ost teachers will admit that the classroom can be anoisy environment. Students are constantly inter-acting — positively and negatively, shuffling papers
and playing with pencils, shifting positions in their chairs or
walking around. While these noises are not negative in and of
themselves, they can distract from the occurrence of occasional
deeper, reflective experiences. 
Add to this the fact that most students are products of a cul-
ture in which technologies have cluttered their day with con-
stant stimulation and movement, to the detriment of stillness
and silence, and we have a classroom of students who are
increasingly untrained in the discipline of stilling themselves
in order to listen to the interior movement of the Spirit. 
For those of us who are educators in the Catholic system,
it is becoming more difficult to develop an atmosphere and
attitude of interior silence in the face of this continuous bom-
bardment of activity and need for constant stimulation. At
times, it may feel as if we are accomplishing very little in terms
of nurturing our students in the values of our Christian faith. 
It is no wonder that many Catholic school teachers and
 parents have begun to view Catholic education as irrelevant
and out of touch with the times. 
I need more 
silence in my life; 
God has things 
to tell me”
A Retreat Experience 
for High School Students 
in the Middle Years Program
Kevyn Ernest
Catholic education
“
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Recalling the presence of the Lord 
However, even the noise, attractions, and distractions found
in contemporary youth culture cannot keep the Holy Spirit
silent. This year, I introduced my sixth grade students to an
amended form of the Examen, an exercise developed by St.
Ignatius of Loyola, to review one’s day by using memory and
imagination to recall the presence of the Lord at work in the
encounters, moments and events that comprise the day (see
James Martin, S.J., The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything:
A Spirituality for Real Life. HarperOne: New York, 2010). 
Of course, not being used to such an exercise requiring
silence and interiority, some students became fidgety and found
it difficult to remain still so that they could “hear” in silence. I
added some soft instrumental music to ease them into the expe-
rience of interior quiet and over time, the Examen during the last
15 minutes of each day became something they anticipated. 
We are privileged to have a school administration that
places a high value on the nurturing of spirituality and faith
and they readily embraced a suggestion that we give students
an opportunity for an off-site faith retreat. I initiated our first
Christ-Encounter retreat with Grade Seven students in May of
2011. Our second retreat was open to students in the middle-
years program (Sixth through Eighth Grades) in May of 2012.
We chose as a theme this year, Encountering the Lord through
Different Models of Prayer. 
Beyond the noise of every day
It was at these retreats that something became very clear to
me. Many students, while being fully immersed in the con-
ventions and expectations of contemporary culture, strongly
desire and seek moments for solitude and silence. I heard from
several students that the best part of going on retreat was to
be in an environment where they could be quiet and listen to
God. Needless to say, I was not only surprised but inspired by
such comments, because it confirmed for me that the Spirit of
the Lord is already at work within these young people, calling
them to a deeper awareness of and involvement in the life that
unfolds around them; taking them beyond the distractions and
attractions that the world has to offer. 
One experience that really spoke of the depth in spiritual-
ity that already pervades the lives of these evolving human
beings is when we silently and reverently walked the labyrinth
at the Retreat Centre that hosted us. I stood in awe as I
watched our students walk slowly through the maze of the
labyrinth without uttering any words, with hands clasped in
a gesture of prayer, and with a regular and calmed rhythm to
their movement. One of the facilitators read the Psalms aloud.
The students walked and simply listened. I found it remark-
able that we didn’t have to give them any guidance on this
exercise in prayer; it just “emerged” as if it were already
intrinsic to them. 
While on the retreat, I had one of the student-facilitators
guide everyone through the Examen. Since this was not my
own classroom of students to whom I had already intro-
duced this wonderful exercise for discerning God’s active
presence in our lives, I was unsure as to how it would be
received. Once again, it was if the students were simply
responding to something that was already present within
them, inviting them to a deeper experience of prayerful
 connection with God. Without any preparation on the part 
Iam an eighteen-year-old secondary school student hoping tomajor in psychology at university next year. I have spina bifida. 
I did not always attend a Catholic high school. I chose to come
to my current high school after Grade 9. People say there’s a dif-
ference and it’s true. I can feel it. There is just a different attitude
here. I find people to be very generous and not judgmental. I can talk
to anyone. There is just a different perspective — I felt like people
were not going to judge me by the way I looked. I felt more welcome. 
Throughout my time here I have felt very supported. I feel that
the teachers really care about me as an individual. They care about
where I am going in the future and they really want me to succeed.
There has been a key group of teachers that has been very impor-
tant to me. They have taken the time to tell me their own stories, the
decisions they made and where they went in their lives. I know that
if I ever need anyone to listen to me about any of my concerns for
my future, that I will be heard and cared for. Together, we can  figure
out my future! 
Strong relationships make all the difference 
For me, I think that the greatest gift of Catholic education has been
the relationships I have formed. I have come to realize that it’s not
just about going to school and getting good grades — it’s about
It’s about becoming a better person
Catholic education
I heard from several students that the
best part of going on retreat was to be 
in an environment where they could be
quiet and listen to God.
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of the facilitators, they were instantly
disposed to silence and solitude so
that they could hear beyond the
noise that often makes up their
 regular day. 
Coming away by ourselves 
Such observations and experiences
prompted my reflection on the role
of silence in the lives of contempo-
rary youth. While we are all prod-
ucts of a culture that speaks (and
loudly at that) more than it listens;
that trains us to fear being alone and
to avoid moments of down-time;
that offers us a myriad of attractions
to keep us involved and on the move
— there remains a simple invitation
within us; a simple yearning to
“come away by ourselves to a
deserted place and rest a while [with
me]” (Mark 6:31). It is obvious that
the Holy Spirit utters these words of
the heart since it appears that the
desire of the heart is already present and just needs an envi-
ronment and opportunity in which to allow it to speak with
exuberance and freedom. Perhaps this is the service to which
Catholic educators are called and commissioned; simply to
facilitate the opportunity for the Spirit to speak freely what is
already there in our young people. 
“Another retreat next year — please!” 
It has been a number of weeks since we encountered Christ
together in a variety of prayer forms. Since that time, many
 students have approached me with
the request that we have another
retreat next year. When I asked them
why they wanted to repeat such an
experience, the common response
was, “I need more silence in my life;
God has things to tell me.” 
After a year of so much classroom
noise, fidgeting, and distraction,
grace was revealed in the simple
comments of many students. I’m
reminded of the words of Jesus in
John 3:8: “The wind blows where it
wills, and you can hear the sound it
makes, but you do not know where
it comes from or where it goes; so it
is with everyone who is born of the
Spirit.” 
I’m convinced that there is a place
for silence, solitude, interiority; for
creating an environment and mod-
eling an attitude of reverence in
prayer; for making counter-cultural
choices at times. It is clear to me
that many students feel the same way, searching for silent and
prayerful moments that help them to understand that God has
not forsaken them, but invites them to journey on different
paths than they are used to.
As a Catholic-school educator, I will continue to nurture
silent moments in the classroom, not simply for the sake of dis-
cipline and order, but to allow the Spirit to speak to my stu-
dents and to teach them the disposition and value of listening
to the Spirit who reveals much to them as they continue to
journey through life. n
becoming a better person. The strong relationships I have made here
at the school have taught me how to make my relationships better
outside the school. I have transferred what I have learned and have
become a better person for it. 
I think that having faith all around me has had an impact.
Through relationships with my teachers, I have opened my eyes to
see what is around me. I have a religion teacher who is really good
at getting me to think about the decisions I make — why I act the
way that I do. I don’t realize it when it’s happening, but I have found
that faith has often been part of the decisions I’ve made. I would
never have realized it unless someone had come to talk to me about
it. I would miss that in public school — and would not even realize
I had lost anything at all! 
I have mentioned that I have learned much from my relationships
at school, but I also think that I have a lot to offer to others. I think
that I offer other students at my school a model of positive attitude.
Those who spend time with someone, who some would say is
 “limited”, begin to see life in a different perspective. 
I can teach others to take things as they come, to be positive and
to take what they are given in life. A teacher once asked me to stay
after class a moment. She told me, “When you come into my class,
you make me happy. You make me smile. I wanted you to know that.”
That meant so much to me, not only because she thought it, but then
took the next step to let me know too. Some people wouldn’t be
 bothered. That effect on others is a gift that I have to give. 
True, I might have some physical challenges, but you will not see
me sitting and moping. I have learned to focus on the little things each
day that make me smile. If that smile is contagious, all the better! 
Article courtesy of Ontario Catholic School Trustee Association.
… there remains a simple
invitation within us, a simple
yearning to “come away by
yourselves to a deserted place
and rest a while.” (Mark 6:31)
Catholic education
I got the call at 11:30 pm the night that Tommydied. His great friend, Fr Terry Gallagher SFM,left a long, reflective message about Big T’s
passing.
My mind wandered back over the fifty years of our
friendship. I smiled, then chuckled about taking him
down to Rogers Field last summer to see the Yankees
play. Tommy simply had to watch future Hall of Famer,
Derek Jeter. “Tommy, there’ll be a full house. Can’t we see
the Twins or some other team?” No way. 
How do you say no to Big T even with a walker, slowly
shuffling through the crowds? For Tommy, just like his mas-
ter Jesus, “his yoke was easy, his burden was light.” He was
such a pleasure to be with even as he was breaking down phys-
ically. We laughed and joked the whole night and when 
I returned him to Providence Health Centre at 11:30 p.m. I
warned him that tongues would be wagging. 
Tom’s death at 84 sent me back to our first meeting in the
summer of 1960. I came down to the old ramshackled Colum-
bus Boys’ Club in Toronto’s Little Italy. I was there to ask for
advice from my baseball coach Carmen Bush, already an inner
city legend. As I walked in I noticed the simple framed motto
of the club, “The Other Guy.” Underneath was a picture of a
man with a note of thanks to Carmen. I asked him who he was.
He told me his name was Tom McKillop and that he was the
living embodiment of the club’s motto. 
Later we drove up to a west end park where McKillop was
working as a playground supervisor during his summer vaca-
tion from the seminary. This was my introduction to the man
known simply as “Tommy” or “Big T.” 
Forty five years later I found myself among the hundreds
who flocked into Holy Name Catholic Church in Toronto’s
east end to hug and say thanks to a man who had such a pro-
found impact on the youth of Toronto and who had just been
invested with the Order of Canada. 
A passion for sports
Tom McKillop was born in 1928 of working class parents in
Toronto’s west end. Like all Depression Era kids he channeled
much of his youthful energy into sports, and in particular
 baseball. He was so nuts about the summer pastime that to the
 chagrin of his parents, he took off before his final exams at
 university to try his hand at professional baseball. He lasted
but three weeks with a Philadelphia Phillies farm team. 
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in remembrance
Fr Tom McKillop 
Order of Canada, 
‘father’ of families, 
friend of Jesus
Ted Schmidt
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Back to Toronto, his ‘pro’ dreams dashed, he wrote his uni-
versity exams and embarked on a teaching career that included
a heavy dose of athletics. Slowly the idea of priesthood emerged
and impressed by the Paulist Fathers of St. Peter’s Parish,
Tommy entered their novitiate in New Jersey, then went to
Washington for more study. Considered a little too intense and
with a small speech impediment, he was cut again. Not easily
dissuaded, McKillop entered Toronto’s St. Augustine’s semi-
nary and was ordained at the mature age of 36 in 1964. 
Assigned to St. Mark’s parish and veteran pastor Gerry
Cochrane, the energetic McKillop immersed himself in parish
work which naturally included youth ministry. Then he was
drafted by Archbishop Philip Pocock to head up the Catholic
Youth Organization (CYO). “Big T” was ready, mature through
his life experience and fired by the vision of Vatican II to take
youth ministry in another direction. His long experience in
sports convinced McKillop that young people were hardwired
for a much deeper immersion in life. He had grown past the
rink and the diamond. 
Youth Corps was born in 1966 based on the communal
vision of Jesus in Luke 9 and 10. “Then Jesus called the twelve
together … and he sent them out to proclaim the reign of God
… After this the Lord appointed seventy others …” 
The original Youth Corps team, three men and three
women, moved into the community to serve, at first in hostels
and poor parishes, then in prison visitations, poverty issues,
Latin American solidarity and peace work. McKillop, radically
centred in Jesus, listened deeply to the inchoate passions of his
younger cohorts. Together, they teamed to discern the evolv-
ing signs of the times. 
The late Bishop Tom Fulton, a former auxiliary in Toronto
was a great supporter of Youth Corps, wrote “Big T” after
World Youth Day: “Your founding of Youth Corps was rooted
in the vision of Vatican II. It was Christocentric and designed
for community building. It remains valid to this day. It is the
answer to the question, ‘Where do we go from here?’” 
McKillop left Youth Corps in 1984 to take up pastorates in
East Toronto and Newmarket, retiring in 1997. Tom suffered
a stroke, yet carried on in his gentle way with his great min-
istry of listening and counseling. In 2006 he was awarded the
Order of Canada and finally on February 9, 2012 the Order
of Jesus. n
Big T’s impact
Joe Mihevc (Youth Corps 1979-83), now a dynamic Toronto city counselor, said, “Tom could flow with the agenda
and take everything in stride. He recognized the passionate energy of all of us and was always open to support-
ing good ideas other than his own. Tom inspired a kind of Canadian liberation theology among the host of young
people touched by Youth Corps. And then there were those 85 weekends over 20 years, when Christian families
were strengthened in Sharon, Ontario — absolutely amazing.” 
Ellie Kaas who later worked with Tom as an associate at Holy Name parish said, “Tom is a visionary. He sees
young people with their energy and passion creating small communities of justice and compassion in the church.” 
Sil Silvaterra (Youth Corps 1977-79), now a Peterborough lawyer said, “Big T was bent on shaping young  people
in Cardinal Cardijn’s model of see, judge and act. He used the yearly ‘Events’ to energize and train young Catholics.
He organized evenings with Dorothy Day, Viktor Frankl, Jean Vanier, Henri Nouwen, Mother Theresa, John Howard
Griffin and many others. Years later, I came across management consultants who charged outrageous fees for
the very organizing methods Tommy taught gratis with grace. In many ways he was a prophet, helping to found
Christian family weekends and even Catholic New Times newspaper. And like most prophets, he was barely
acknowledged by the local hierarchy.”
Bob Carty (Youth Corps 1969-72), the award-winning documentary maker on CBC’s Sunday Edition, reflected:
“Youth Corps’ goal was never meant to change a generation, but to work with smaller groups in depth. The  benefits
inevitably showed up in 10 or 20 years, where those people were in society.”
Rosanna Pellizzari (Youth Corps, 1978-80) now the Medical Officer of Health for the Peterborough County-City
Health Unit, said, “Tom simply walked the walk when it came to witness, activism,  spirituality and leadership.
He taught me everything I know about teamwork and steadfastness.”
Professor Michael Warren (St. John’s, NYC): “I have examined Youth ministry in the U.S., Australia, New Zealand,
Ireland and Canada. I know of no youth efforts as theoretically sound as Youth Corps. It exemplifies the thought
of Vatican II.” 
Dwyer Sullivan (succeeded Fr Tom McKillop as Director of Youth Corps): “Youth Corps’ inspiration came directly
from modeling itself on Jesus’ own way of forming leaders, not as individuals, but as members of a team, in pairs
and small groups.” Ph
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H is Holiness the Dalai Lama visited our University of San Diego where he spoke to an overflow crowd offour or five thousand people in our largest auditorium. Minutes before his presentation, His Holiness andI had met briefly and superficially. I had been part of the greeting party as he entered the auditorium. 
Dalai 
Lama 
speaks to 
overflow 
crowd
Bill Headley CSSp
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When his talk was finished and he was about to leave the
stage, he came over to the edge of the stage, beckoned me to
come forward, and reached down to shake my hand, com-
menting “my special brother.” 
Obviously I was touched. When I returned to my seat the
woman next to me said excitedly, “Don’t worry, I have a
 picture of the Dalai Lama greeting you!”
When the photo arrived in my inbox that night, I opened
it with some interest. His image was easily identifiable — if
somewhat blurred. What I mainly saw of me was my seriously
balding head! 
The moral of this story: Some of us are not destined for
greatness. 
“What is his attraction?”
Though our School of Peace Studies was instrumental in
bringing His Holiness to our campus, some of the shine and
awe of his coming was missing for me. We had brought 
the Dalai Lama to Pittsburgh while I was at
Duquesne University some years previously.
Still, it gave me a chance to listen to the man
and his message more deeply. This, in turn,
nudged me to ask myself, “What is his attrac-
tion?” Certainly His Holiness struggles with
big ideas: reconciling neuroscience with med-
itative practice, cultivating compassion, and in
his latest book, Beyond Religion, searching for
a secular ethics.
Listening carefully, however, to the words he spoke in the
presentation, it struck me how simple his message really was.
With a touch of cynicism, perhaps, I thought: “If I preached
at that level during my weekend liturgies at the Cathedral in
San Diego, people would get restless — finding my message
too simple, too basic.”
So what is it that attracts those thousands of admirers
everywhere he goes? Our online ticketing for the event sold
out in sixteen minutes! Here are my answers — perhaps
equally as simplistic as his presentation. 
First, “he” is saying it. He — the 14th Dalai Lama with his
religious aura, Nobel Prize, personal sacrifices and eastern
mystic attractiveness — is the presenter, not balding-headed
me. 
Then there is his “body-spirit” integration. One senses that
he is what he talks about.
Then, there is his message about good human living within
oneself and among others. With the hype of our daily lives, its
busyness and various frictions and frustrations in our society
and world, maybe it is the profundity embedded in the simple
words and message that really captures attention.
In the week that followed, the Scripture reading was the
story of an angel of the Lord telling the apostle Philip, “Get up
and head south on the road that goes down from Jerusalem to
Gaza.” One of the urgencies of that time was getting the mes-
sage of Jesus beyond the small Jewish enclave. How better to
make that point than to tell a story of a person from a distant
land, Ethiopia, who “gets it.” An angel stirs Philip. Reminds
me of a point a preacher once made about Mary’s Annuncia-
tion. The preacher’s advice; “When angels begin to talk to you
— duck — a big job is coming your way!”
We need to reach out beyond ourselves to share the good
news. Legend has it that St Francis of Assisi told his follow-
ers to do this by the testimony of their lives and, if all else fails,
by their words.
Take a vague dream, turn it into a vision 
and make a plan of it
Julie Sullivan, our Provost, is no angel; I’m no apostle Philip.
Yet she grabbed me by the cuff of the neck in 2007. “Give us
three to five years of your life to get this School started. Take
a vague dream, turn it into a vision and make a plan of it.
Attract people who want to change, heal and serve the world.” 
When friends on the East Coast heard my Dean’s task they
would often say, “Start a School of Peace Studies — the first
in the country — and from scratch — what an opportunity!”
The Dalai Lama is searching for an ethics that is larger than
any one faith e.g. his Buddhist faith. Often in our student body
of many faiths and a good mix of secular humanism, I cannot
be terribly explicit about my faith convictions. 
Yet, behind all that I do is the message of a Jesus who
maybe did not settle many disputes in the proper formulaic
manner of our discipline’s textbooks. But, he washed the feet
of men who he knew would betray him; he had lunch with a
tax collector whose honesty was questionable; and he honored
a woman whose local community thought of as a sinner and
probably scorned.
I must get up and head south on my own road as Philip did.
If you think to ask about me, ask: “Is he building bridges by
healing hurts? Is he cultivating harmony by sowing seeds of
peace?” If the answers you get are “Yes”, know that I am well. 
Then, turn these questions on yourself. Ask them of your-
self. If the answer you get back is “Yes!” then know that all
is well with you also. n
Article courtesy of One Heart, One Spirit, United States Spiritan Newsletter.
Dalai Lama
We need to reach out beyond ourselves to share the
good news. Legend has it that St Francis of Assisi
told his followers to do this by the testimony of their
lives and, if all else fails, by their words.
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VICS
The boy’s name is Aboubakar, and he is six. He liesunconscious on a cholera cot, which is a sort of campbed with a five-inch round hole in its middle and a
bucket under the hole. The waning days of our three-month
cholera epidemic have coincided with the middle of our annual
malaria peak. Aboubakar is cholera patient #1551, malaria
patient #6785.
We run the first of multiple litres of Ringer’s lactate through
a large-bore catheter threading a vein in his left arm and get
a transfusion of his father’s blood flowing through a vein in 
his right arm. We fill him with anti-malarials and feed him
 sugared porridge through a nasogastric tube. 
We teach the family how to avoid contamination, how to
wash their hands and feet and dishes with chlorinated water
from a designated barrel, how to disinfect the contents of the
bucket under the bed. 
Aboubakar’s mother sits on a wooden bench beside him,
holding his arms lest he suddenly flail and dislodge the IVs.
She hovers over his gaunt frame and stares into his face, into
the hooded eyes that are sunken and unseeing. She sits like
that all day and all night — sits, hovers, stares. 
Temporary treatment centre 
This year’s cholera epidemic has been an order of magnitude
worse than our epidemic of 2009. It started earlier than usual
and from the beginning was aggravated by heavy rains that left
many villages moated by vast fields of knee-deep mud. Power
outages have been frequent and long-lasting, and water has
been everywhere except in our pipes. 
A temporary treatment centre was set up in a primary
school, and cholera camps were created at the hospital and a
peripheral health centre to accommodate the mass of victims
being carried in every day. Our creaking vehicles were in
constant motion, ferrying personnel, patients, medicines and
supplies back and forth between villages and health centres,
the hospital and the regional capital. 
After three tumultuous months, the long-
awaited calm is finally setting in. The peak is
past, the denouement surprisingly swift. But for
Aboubakar and his family, the storm is far from
over, and now there is malaria, and malaria’s
devastating anemia, to contend with as well. 
On the third day, the boy surfaces from the
deepest depths of his coma, but he is agitated,
delirious. His mother says he is not in his body,
and when we ask her where she thinks he is, she says she does
not know, she only knows that he is not in his body. His con-
junctivae have colour now and his skin has regained its turgor,
and we urge her to be patient, let time bring him back to where
he is meant to be.
Haman 
On morning rounds of the following day, our last visit before
reaching the cholera enclave is with Haman, a thirty-year-old
man who is dying of AIDS. Medicines that kept him well for
four years have lost their magic, and he is bone-thin now, and
knobby as a twig. He cannot swallow without choking. Recur-
rent fevers sap his strength, a cough rattles his chest. His voice
is a whisper, his words are slurred, and his sleep is disturbed
by cramps and pains and nightmares. He knows his future. “I
am dying,” he says, “but thank you. You have always taken care
of me.” He pauses to breathe, to look around. “Isn’t it true that
when you came here you found me just a boy?” He smiles
“Thank you
His mother says he is not in his body, and when we
ask her where she thinks he is, she says she does
not know, she only knows that he is not in his body. 
You have always
Ellen Einterz 
VICS volunteer for twenty years in Kolofata
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 distantly, remembering, perhaps, that eager youth. “How many
children have I had since then, and how many others, friends
and brothers and friends of brothers, have died before me?” 
His wife Amina stands at the foot of his bed. She pulls her
veil across her face but cannot hide her tears. Haman looks at
her, raises his skeletal hand and chides her is a voice as strong
as he can muster. “Non, ca va! If it is God’s will that I should
live, then I will live. If it is his will that I should die, then that
too is fine. It is as it is.” He looks back at us, imploring us all
to understand. “Do you see what I mean?”
Her son has come back
From the male ward we walk across to the cholera camp, and
open the makeshift gate on the makeshift enclosure. A young girl
is lying on a mat on the sand. An old man and his wife, both as
yet unable to stand, are languishing on the veranda. Beyond
them, in the middle of the courtyard and perched on a bench his
mother had occupied for three days and nights, is Aboubakar.
He is devouring a beignet and grinning mirthfully. His mother,
a bucket of water balanced on her head, approaches from the
other end of the enclosure, sees us and smiles too. No one has
to tell anyone that her son has come back.
Having completed our twentieth year with VICS in Kolofata,
we take pleasure in looking both backward to where we have
been and forward to where we hope we are going. But best of
all is looking no farther than straight ahead, into the eyes of
whomever we are with right now here in this beautiful, endear-
ing, maddening, astonishing, excruciatingly frustrating, very
special place. n
VICS
“If it is God’s will that I should live, then I
will live. If it is His will that I should die,
then that too is fine. It is as it is.”
taken care of me”
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food for thought
The church is tired in affluent Europe and in America. Our culture has
grown old … the bureaucracy of our churches is growing out of
proportion, our liturgies and our vestments are pompous. Yet maybe
these things express what we’ve become today?
Where are the individuals with the generosity of the Good Samaritan?
Who have the faith of the Roman centurion? Or the enthusiasm of John
the Baptist? Or the daring of Paul? Who are the faithful like Mary
Magdalene? 
The Church must recognize her own errors and must pursue a radical
path of change beginning with the Pope and the bishops. The pedophilia
scandals oblige us to undertake this path of conversion. 
Who are the sacraments for? The sacraments are not an instrument 
to discipline people but to help them on their journey of life and during
their weaker moments … I think of all those who are divorced and
remarried, all the enlarged families. They are in need of special
protection.
A woman is abandoned by her husband but finds a new partner who
takes care of her and her three children. This second love story is a
successful one. If this family is discriminated against, then not only the
mother but also her children will be excluded. If parents feel outside 
the Church or don’t feel its support, the Church will lose the next
generation.
The question whether or not divorced people can receive Communion
should be turned on its head: how can the Church help bring the
strength of the sacraments to those who have complex family situations?
The church is 200 years behind the times. How come it doesn’t rouse
itself? Are we afraid? Fearful instead of courageous? But faith is the
foundation of the Church. Faith, trust, courage.
Cardinal Carlo Martini b.1927-d.2012
In the 20th century, the
Catholic population of sub-
Saharan Africa has grown from
less than 2-million to nearly
140-million — a growth of
7,000% — and the continent
produces priests at a higher rate
than any other part of the world
… Many experts have predicted
an “African moment” in the
global church in the 21st
century. One foretaste of that
“African moment” has been the
rapid growth in African priests
serving outside the continent,
especially in Europe and 
North America.
John Allen, National Catholic Reporter
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home and away
S aturday, July 14th was a joyful day for Spiritans workingin Malawi — two confreres were ordained deacons. Thepleasant weather drew together many people from all re-
gions of Malawi to join the outdoor ceremony in the grounds
of Limbe Cathedral, Blantyre. 
The Blantyre deanery choir and the ululating vocal music
made for a joyful atmosphere as Antony Golombe CSSp,
Mzama parish, Dedza Diocese, and Witness Mbulanje CSSp,
Chingadzi parish, Archdiocese of Blantyre were so glad to
respond “Here I Am” to God’s call. Their positive answer to
work in the vineyard of the Lord challenges today’s youth,
whom Christ is relying upon to complete his work in the
Church and the entire world. 
Antony’s and Witness’s ordination as servants of God,
reminds young men that they too are responsible to answer the
call of the Lord. This call comes in a soft voice leaving room
for reflection before arriving at a mature decision. The two
deacons have been called from among us to serve God in a spe-
cial way. They place their trust in Him that their work will be
fruitful. God is asking them to leave behind their cultures,
tribes and countries to go to the ends of the earth and proclaim
the Good News of Salvation and preach the message of Jus-
tice and Peace. Each one of us is called by God — we too need
to listen to the voice of the Lord and follow his ways. 
In his homily, Archbishop Tarcisius Ziyaye told the deacons
to be good shepherds and to take Jesus Christ as their role
model: “Let love and care be your priorities as you lead
Christ’s people in their daily life. Let your daily work be to
preach the word of God from the Bible and bring the word of
God to those who have never or scarcely ever heard the
Gospel of Christ. Keep in mind that other sheep are not of this
fold — hence work with passion and zeal among them and
bring them also to Christ.” 
The Archbishop continued by pointing out that deacons are
trained in Philosophy and Theology. So, the knowledge they
have acquired has to be put into practice as they gently lead
people into the fold of Christ. The Archbishop thanked the
Spiritans for the good work they are doing in his diocese and
throughout Malawi. 
Fr Akunne Donatus thanked the Archbishop for being a
welcoming parent to the Spiritans working in Malawi and
promised him that they will work hard to promote vocations
to priesthood through the Congregation of the Holy Spirit. n
Two deacons ordained in Malawi
Francisco Ndelemani CSSp
Deacon Antony Golombe escorted by his parents to the altar.
Robert di Nardo (second from right)
renews his vows as a Spiritan for 
a further three years accompanied
by his family and Fr Bob Colburn,
Provincial.
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what guy in the subway
The odour reaches me first —
pungent with neglect
like flower scum dried up in a dusty vase.
Acrid urine mixes
with a musky skin scent
and the earthy loam crescent under his nails.
His hood envelops his head like a duffle bag:
only his fleshy lips protrude.
He shuffles in broken-down sneakers,
shaggy-laced and open,
ankles like a child skater’s on the ice
for the first time.
The slope of him tilts like a mound
of dirty laundry ready for
a grime-balled sock to tumble off the top …
Then the laugh:
Ironic, such a smooth, TV-commercial guffaw,
the belly-laugh of a joke, coming from
such a stark and humourless vision.
This ridiculously robust laugh
echoes in the subway corridor
and echoes in the subway corridor
in its hilarity.
If you close your eyes it seems 
Like the PA system,
the man not there at all —
or if you open them
— Kate Marshall Flaherty
Lay Spiritan
